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The best and most  
innovative escrow  
solutions for all.



The best and most  
innovative escrow  
solutions for all.
As the most inventive technology escrow provider with extensive experience,  

Escrow4all has all expertise in-house to execute active technology escrow arrangements. 

On one hand the intellectual property of supplier is in safe hands. On the other hand  

the interests of user are adequately protected. As escrow expert Escrow4all provides 

added value to its customers through quality solutions and smart processes.  

What can we do for you?

Safeguard source code and  

technical documentation  

of business critical software  

with an independent  

third party. 

Continuity arrangement for  

hosted applications with a focus  

on uninterrupted use of the  

application and access to  

user data.

Safeguard other forms of  

intellectual property and trade  

secrets – such as formulae and  

designs – with an independent  

third party. 

 

Software Escrow      SaaS Escrow    Knowledge Escrow

Analyse and advise 

Your business case as starting point 

4Proposal 
clear and  

to the point 3Solution 
standard or customized21Introduction 

why escrow  
and what is it 

Briefing 
what, why, when  

and for whom 
 



Components of every escrow arrangement

Basic check which is carried out for 

each escrow deposit. We actively 

check if source code of the escrowed 

application is available. 

A universally applicable  

verification where we analyse  

the existing development  

environment and compile/test  

the application. 

In this verification we recreate the 

development environment and com-

pile, install and test the application 

fully. All directed by a project plan 

agreed upon by all parties.
 

VerifOne - Check  VerifTwo - Compile & Collect   VerifThree - Complete  

Every escrow arrangement starts with 

an escrow contract. This contract forms 

the basis of every escrow relationship 

and through it every party understands 

what will happen if something unex-

pected occurs. Important issues – like 

release conditions and user require-

ments – but also details are clearly 

expressed in our escrow contracts. 

An escrow arrangement fully depends 

on the quality of the escrow deposit. 

Readability, completeness, functionality 

are only a few of the vital elements to 

be considered. Escrow4all offers three 

quality verification solutions with the 

best value for money. With our  

advanced solutions you are ensured  

of superior deposits.

Escrow4all initiates all activities  

required to keep your escrow  

arrangement up-to-date. This means 

that we actively request and verify 

new deposits. We make certain that 

all agreements are met and keep 

parties informed at all times on the 

status. In conclusion: we keep your 

escrow arrangement valuable.

Implementation

8Update 
repeat the process  

(step 6 and 7)7Execute 
verification,  

storage and reporting 6Deposit 
active and informative
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